November 19, 2014 - Meeting #1

- Entry corners reconfigured with arc opening
- New drinking fountain location
- Existing fountain remains with added light features (B)
- Plaza is reconfigured in oval shape - new paving and signature chairs and tables (A)
- New pathways from Market and Washington
- New bosque of Honey Locust trees (C)
- Specialty paving area and location for stage (D)
- Open lawn area with new irrigation and reinforced turf
- Existing linden allees
- Holiday tree location
- Specialty paving area and alternate location for stage
- Display garden by Saint Paul Garden Club

Bumpouts proposed at all 4 corners for traffic calming and enhanced pedestrian crossings
New seat wall
Proposed garden area with consolidated signage and monuments

Concept Plan 1
Bumpouts proposed at all 4 corners for traffic calming and pedestrian crossings
Reconstructed seatwall with two indented seat areas
Proposed garden area with consolidated signage and monuments
Entry space at all four corners reconfigured
New drinking fountain location
Perimeter seating offset into garden area (C)
Existing fountain remains
Plaza is repaved using asphalt or granite pavers. Moveable chairs and tables are introduced. A row of Honey locusts are introduced in central paved area to provide shade for seating (D)
New secondary pathway (10’') from Market and Washington
Display garden with historic fence border
Specialty paving area and location for stage (B)
Open lawn area with new irrigation and reinforced turf edge with curb (A)
Existing linden allees
Holiday tree location
Paving area is expanded for additional seating
Display garden by Saint Paul Garden Club